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The paper considers two data-driven methods for anaphora resolution 
of Russian texts. These methods are based on machine learning with anno-
tated corpora and using no additional information except linguistic features. 
The first method uses Support Vector Machine as learning and classifying 
algorithms, the second method uses Decision Tree inducer. We evaluate the 
performance of the methods with several feature sets and corpora. Feature 
sets included morphological, syntactic and semantic features. In this paper 
we also evaluate how semantic features, namely semantic roles, impact the 
performance of anaphora resolution in Russian. We used our manually an-
notated corpus as well as a corpus provided by the organizing committee 
of the forum for the evaluation of linguistic text analysis systems, an event 
of Dialogue 2014. Experiments showed that precision of SVM is higher 
on experimental data for almost all cases. It was shown that semantic fea-
tures enhance the performance of the methods for anaphora resolution 
of Russian texts. We have also calculated the optimal distance between the 
anaphor and the hypothetic antecedent and used it in our methods.

Key words: anaphora resolution, machine learning, support vector ma-
chine, decision trees, semantic roles
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1. Introduction

Anaphora resolution is one of the core problems of natural language processing. 
Methods for anaphora and coreference resolution are used in systems for machine 
translation, information retrieval, information extraction and others. The problem 
of anaphora resolution is widely researched for English and other European languages. 
For Russian this problem had been solving by different researchers but until Dialog-2014, 
there had been no objective evaluation of methods for anaphora resolution of Russian.

In this paper we solve two tasks: the first one is to evaluate two simple data-driven 
methods for anaphora resolution of Russian which use no additional information ex-
cept linguistic features. These methods based on machine learning with several feature 
sets using annotated corpora. The second task is to investigate how semantic features, 
namely semantic roles, influence performance of anaphora resolution of Russian.

We deal only with pronominal anaphora resolution and compare two approaches—
statistical one, based on Support Vector Machine, and inductive method for Decision Tree 
construction. As learning and testing data sets, we used two annotated corpora: the first 
is our own, the second one was provided by organizers of Dialog-2014 parsers evaluation 
task. Feature set included morphological, syntactic and semantic features, obtained from 
semantic parser developed in ISA RAS [Osipov et al., 2008].

In section 2 related works are reviewed, section 3 describes feature sets, section 
4 describes methods and section 5 presents experiment results. Section 6 presents 
conclusion and future work.

2. Related works

Research in automatic pronominal anaphora resolution for English started in the 
70th. The first methods and systems by Winograd, Wilks, Hobbs [Mitkov, 1999] oper-
ated with the rules relying mostly on syntactical information; in addition, encyclopedic 
knowledge was also widely applied. In the 80th the tendency of combining different 
features, which had been used separately before, appeared. The papers of E. Rich and 
S. LuperFoy, J. Carbonell, R. Mitkov described the algorithms that combined agree-
ment of gender and number, syntactic and semantic relations. In the 90th rule-based 
algorithms were replaced with statistical data-driven algorithms. I. Dagan and A. Itai, 
Connolly, Burger used the machine learning methods for anaphora resolution for the 
first time. For learning more about works of that time, one can turn to the paper of R. 
Mitkov [Mitkov, 1999]. The author discusses the history of the problem, traditional 
methods for anaphora resolution and characterizes the known computer systems.

Modern approaches are based on automatic learning using annotated corpora. 
They combine traditional linguistic methods with statistical methods and use differ-
ent types of knowledge: morphologic, syntactic, semantic, and additional informa-
tion, such as thesauri. A lot of interesting ideas and methods were represented at the 
CoNLL-2011 Shared Task [Pradhan et al., 2011]. The system [Lee et al., 2011] based 
on combination of multi-pass sieves, which incorporate lexical, syntactic, semantic, 
and discourse information, showed the best results. A variety of data sets available 
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for learning coreference resolution systems for English (see, for example [MUC-6 data 
set, 1995]) provides progress of research in this field.

Anaphora resolution for Russian is less experimentally researched. In [Kibrik, 1996] 
author discusses theoretical aspects of the anaphora phenomenon for Russian language 
and describes the series of linguistic features, reflecting nature of anaphora. One of the 
latest Kibrik’s papers [Kibrik et al., 2013] is rather informative. The works of Tolpegin 
[Tolpegin, 2006], [Tolpegin et al., 2006] are also well known. The author proposes algo-
rithm for construction of statistic model for pronominal anaphora resolution in Russian 
texts using machine learning methods. In paper [Abramova et al., 2011] authors describe 
in detail principles of anaphoric relations detection in different sentences and situations, 
which they use for the analysis of rules of socio-political texts coherence. The research 
of Mal’kovskij [Mal’kovskij et al., 2013] is one from the latest known papers for Russian. 
The work deals with the rule-based method for pronominal anaphora resolution, which 
uses analysis of words collocation. The core problem for Russian is absence of open data 
sets for learning coreference resolution methods and their evaluation.

There are the series of works that evaluate the influence of semantic knowledge 
on anaphora resolution quality. The papers [Ponzetto and Strube, 2006], [Kong et al., 
2008], [Huang et al., 2009], [Zhou et al., 2001] demonstrate that using semantic roles 
as additional features improves anaphora resolution performance for English. The au-
thors use data-driven methods but the approaches to selecting the groups of features 
and learning algorithms are different.

3. Feature set

We consider anaphora resolution problem as classification problem and solve 
it using machine-learning methods. The following features were used for leaning and 
classification:

Morphological and syntactic features:
1) gender, number, case, and animate of anaphor;
2) gender, number, case, and animate of antecedent;
3) comparison of anaphora’s animate and antecedent’s animate;
4) number of sentences between anaphor and antecedent;
5) number of words between anaphor and antecedent;
6) number of hypothetical antecedents between anaphor and antecedent;
7) number of nouns between anaphor and antecedent;
8) name of syntactic relation between anaphor and antecedent;

Semantic features:
9) semantic roles of anaphor;
10) semantic roles of antecedent;
11)  combination of categorical semantic class of the head word of syntactic phrase, 

which contains anaphor as related word, and categorical semantic class of the 
head word of syntactic phrase, which contains antecedent as related word;
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12)  combination of categorical semantic class of the head word of syntactic 
phrase, which contains anaphor as related word, and categorical semantic 
class of the antecedent.

We use features 1–3, because we suppose that gender, number and animate 
of anaphor should agree with gender, number and animate of antecedent. Features 
4–7 give information about distance between anaphor and antecedent in different 
scales. Feature 8 was proposed, because we guess that antecedent can be a part of fixed 
number of syntactic relations as a related word. We also expect antecedent to be a re-
lated component in verbal phrase. A word can be labeled with several semantic roles, 
because it can be an argument for different situations described in one sentence, espe-
cially in complex sentences. We use features 11–12, because we suppose that the cat-
egorical semantic class of noun can be combined with the fixed number of categorical 
semantic classes of verbs, as well as categorical semantic classes of verbs, which are 
associated with the same noun, are combined according to the special rules.

Features’ values were obtained as a result of morphological, syntactic and se-
mantic analysis of texts [Osipov et al., 2008]. Methods for semantic role labeling 
of Russian are described in [Smirnov et al., 2014]. Detailed lists of categorical seman-
tic classes and semantic roles are presented in [Osipov, 2001]. We experimented with 
two feature sets: feature set FS-1 included features 1–8, feature set FS-2 included fea-
tures 1–8 and semantic features 9–12.

4. Methods

Anaphora resolution is a task of detecting correct pairs “antecedent-anaphor”. 
In our research, we deal only with personal, reflexive and demonstrative pronouns. 
The training set contains examples of correct and incorrect “antecedent-anaphor” 
pairs. Correct “antecedent-anaphor” pair contains correct hypothetic antecedent, in-
correct “antecedent-anaphor” pair contains incorrect hypothetic antecedent. Hypo-
thetic antecedent is a noun or pronoun for which anaphora has been already resolved. 
Hypothetic antecedent must be agreed with anaphor by number and gender. The dis-
tance in words between the anaphor and the antecedent should be not more than pre-
liminary defined value that depends on corpus. Training example is presented as set 
of values of named features described in the previous section.

4.1. The algorithm of constructing training 
data set using annotated corpus

1. Find first annotated “antecedent-anaphor” pair in corpus.
2.  Look for all nouns or pronouns for which anaphora has been already re-

solved, between the anaphor and the antecedent. Their number and gender 
must be agreed with anaphor’s number and gender. The search area is lim-
ited by a predefined number of words.
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3.  All nouns and pronouns, which were found in the step 2 are incorrect hypo-
thetic antecedents.

4.  If correct antecedent is not in a search area, it will not be added to the train-
ing set.

5. Do steps 1–4 for each annotated example.

For training and classifying correct/incorrect pairs we used Support vector ma-
chine method (SVM) [Chang and Lin, 2014] and decision tree method [University 
of Waikato, 2014] with REPTree learner.

4.2. The algorithm for anaphora resolution

1.  Find first anaphor, for which antecedent has not already been found. If ana-
phor has not been found, algorithm finishes.

2.  Look for all nouns or pronouns for which anaphora has been already re-
solved, between the anaphor and the antecedent. Their number and gender 
must be agreed with anaphor’s number and gender. The search area is lim-
ited by a predefined number of words.

3. Add them to hypothetic antecedents’ set.
4.  Assign to each pronoun in hypothetic antecedents’ set categorical semantic 

class of its’ antecedent.
5.  Calculate the probability of each hypothetic antecedent to be correct ante-

cedent using classification method.
6.  Choose antecedent which has the highest probability and link it with the 

concerned anaphor. Go to step 1.

Area for searching hypothetic antecedent is limited by the number of words 
in step 2, because anaphor usually refers to nearest hypothetic antecedent. This value 
has been calculated in our experiments.

5. Results of experiments

Experiments have been run on several manually annotated corpora. The first corpus 
CORPUS-1 contains 17 texts of the Moshkov’s library and 34 texts of SynTagRus [Apres-
jan et al., 2005]. CORPUS-1 contains 910 “antecedent-anaphor” pairs. CORPUS-2 is the 
annotated corpus, provided as a training set by the organizing committee of the Dia-
logue-2014 forum for the evaluation of linguistic text analysis systems. CORPUS-2 con-
tains 92 texts and 967 “antecedent-anaphor” pairs. CORPUS-3 is union of CORPUS-1 and 
CORPUS-2.

The results of the preliminary experiments showed that distance in words, 
which limit hypothetic antecedent’s searching area, is one of the most important fea-
tures. This feature has a significantly positive effect on precision and recall of auto-
mated anaphora resolution because rise in distance between hypothetic antecedent 
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and anaphor lowers probability, that the anaphor refers to this antecedent [Tolpegin 
et al., 2006]. Moreover, rise in that distance causes rise in number of hypothetic an-
tecedents, which makes anaphora resolution more complicated, costly and long. This 
is the reason to find the optimal distance that limits hypothetic antecedent’s searching 
area. Such distance should include correct antecedent most time and limit the number 
of hypothetic antecedents as much as possible.

The distributions of number of correct “antecedent-anaphor” pairs according 
to distance between antecedent and anaphor for each corpus are presented on figures 
1–3. We calculated the optimal distance that covers 90% of correct “antecedent-ana-
phor” pairs for every corpus, using these distributions. This optimal distance is equal 
to 25 words for CORPUS-1, 14 words for CORPUS-2 and 18 words for CORPUS-3. 
Hypothetic antecedents were searched not farther than calculated optimal distance 
in both training and classifying process.
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fig. 1. Number of “antecedent-anaphor” pairs in relation on 
distance between anaphor and antecedent in CORPUS-1
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distance between anaphor and antecedent in CORPUS-2
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fig. 3. Number of “antecedent-anaphor” pairs in relation on 
distance between anaphor and antecedent in CORPUS-3

We used the following metrics: SCORE-1 is a precision of recognition of both cor-
rect and incorrect “antecedent-anaphor” pairs (precision of classification of examples 
into two classes—correct or incorrect), SCORE-2 is the precision of finding correct 
antecedent for each anaphor. We use only CORPUS-2 as testing corpus to calculate 
SCORE-2. SCORE-2 represents actual precision of anaphora resolution and is most 
close to the task. We use ten-fold cross validation to calculate SCORE-1. Scores of SVM 
method with feature set FS-1 were chosen as a baseline.

The result of the first experiment on CORUS-1 is presented in table 1.

table 1. Precision of anaphora resolution for different methods 
and feature sets on CORPUS-1 as training corpus

Feature set SVM REPTree

SCORE-1
FS-1 0.811 0.773
FS-2 0.821 0.789

SCORE-2
FS-1 0.473 0.484
FS-2 0.539 0.529
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The result of the second experiment on CORUS-2 is presented in table 2.

table 2. Precision of anaphora resolution for different methods 
and feature sets on CORPUS-2 as training corpus

Feature set SVM REPTree

SCORE-1
FS-1 0.746 0.746
FS-2 0.771 0.747

SCORE-2
FS-1 0.603 0.592
FS-2 0.61 0.609

The result of the third experiment on CORUS-3 is presented in table 3.

table 3. Precision of anaphora resolution for different methods  
and feature sets on CORPUS-3 as training corpus

Feature set SVM REPTree

SCORE-1
FS-1 0.766 0.634
FS-2 0.781 0.689

SCORE-2
FS-1 0.571 0.548
FS-2 0.579 0.553

We have done 8 runs on the test corpus provided by the organizing committee 
of the Dialogue-2014 forum for the evaluation of linguistic text analysis systems. The 
methods were learned on CORPUS-3 with feature sets FS-1 and FS-2.

6. Conclusion and future work

The results of experiments showed the reasonable results for both simple 
methods. SVM exceeded DT by 0,1%–13,2% of precision for almost all runs on ex-
perimental data. Anaphora resolution using semantic features showed precision gain 
by 0,1%–6,6% for all methods and runs. Such values for precision gain in this case 
can be explained by the fact that semantic roles were assigned to both anaphor and 
antecedent in only 8% of anaphoric pairs in manually annotated learning corpus. The 
F-measure of semantic parser used for testing anaphora resolution is 75% with 67% 
of recall and 86% of precision, so precision gain for anaphora resolution is adequate 
and rather good. The best result on test corpus (61% of precision) was shown by SVM 
on CORPUS-2 with feature set FS-2.
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Thus, experiments showed that semantic features enhance performance of meth-
ods for pronominal anaphora resolution of Russian texts. As a future work, we will 
extend feature set with extra-lingual information using several thesauri and enhance 
method for identifying hypothetic antecedents.
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